Since 1998, the EDGE Program (Enhancing Diversity in Graduate Education) has provided support to women, particularly those from underrepresented minority groups, pursuing careers in the mathematical sciences. Initially a joint project of Bryn Mawr and Spelman Colleges, the program creates a community in which women with diverse backgrounds and strengths can thrive and work together. The EDGE Program has given rise to a cohort of educators, researchers, entrepreneurs, and corporate and government workers who create programs of their own and share the values of diversity with their students, colleagues, and communities.

**Sponsorship Opportunities**

**The Sharper EDGE ($20,000)**
- Designated as an Official Sponsor
- Will publicly receive a recognition plaque
- Opportunity for a booth at reception
- Graphic representation on printed program
- Ten guests invited to event
- Ten books from speakers

**The Cutting EDGE ($15,000)**
- Designated as an Official Sponsor
- Will publicly receive a recognition plaque
- Opportunity for a booth at reception
- Graphic representation on printed program
- Eight guests invited to event
- Eight books from speakers

**Over the EDGE ($10,000)**
- Designated as an Official Sponsor
- Will publicly receive recognition at banquet
- Opportunity for a booth at reception
- Graphic representation on printed program
- Six guests invited to event
- Six books from speakers

**On the EDGE ($5,000)**
- Designated as a Sponsor
- Will publicly receive recognition at banquet
- Graphic representation on printed program
- Four guests invited to event
- Four books from speakers

**The EDGE of Glory ($1,000)**
- Designated as a Sponsor
- Will publicly receive recognition at banquet
- Graphic representation on printed program
- Two guests invited to event
- Two books from speakers

The EDGE Foundation is a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization.